Zombies

Afrofuturism

Selfies to Self Esteem

What’s Your PROJECT?

Pop Culture

K-Pop

Snapchat

Sneakerheads

Cemeteries

Jon Snow

Afrofuturism

Wakanda Forever

Dystopian YA

Manga/Anime

Craft Brewing

Bounce Culture

- Arizona Journal of Hispanic Cultural Studies
- Advertising & Society Quarterly
- Arizona Journal of Hispanic Cultural Studies
- Arizona Quarterly: A Journal of American Literature, Culture, and Theory
- Black Camera
- Canadian Journal of Cultural Studies
- Canadian Theatre Review
- CR: The New Centennial Review
- Cross-Currents, East Asian History and Culture Review
- GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian & Gay Studies
- Jeunesse: Young People, Texts, Cultures
- Jewish Film & New Media: An International Journal
- Journal of Asia-Pacific Pop Culture
- Journal of Asian American Studies
- Latin American Music Review
- Latin American Theatre Review
- Mechademia: An Annual Forum for Anime, Manga & the Fan Arts
- MELUS: Multi-Ethnic Literature of the U.S.
- Meridians: feminism, race, transnationalism
- Nuevo Texto Crítico
- Post Modern Culture
- QED: A Journal in GLBTQ Worldmaking
- Queer Film and Media Pedagogy
- Soundings: An Interdisciplinary Journal
- Studies in American Humor
- TDR: The Drama Review
- TOPIA: Canadian Journal of Cultural Studies
- Utopian Studies
- Virginia Quarterly Review
- Visual Arts Research
MUSE books and journals are:
- 100% full text
- Available as chapter and article downloads
- Mobile-accessible on PDF-compatible devices

With MUSE, our books and journals support your coursework:
- Transform your syllabus with stable links to course content
- Link to articles, book reviews, chapters, performance reviews. Email links directly to your students
- Search books and journals on the same platform

Project MUSE offers scholarly books that cover the range of Pop Culture scholarship from distinguished publishers including:

- Cornell University Press
- Duke University Press
- Hong Kong University Press
- Indiana University Press
- Johns Hopkins Press
- Michigan State University Press
- MIT Press
- NYU Press
- Oxford University Press
- Penn State University Press
- Rutgers University Press
- Southern Illinois University Press
- University of Illinois Press
- University of Minnesota Press
- University Press of Kansas
- University of Toronto Press
- Wayne State Press